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MOL Group  –  Ha l f -year  2014  resu l t s  

J ó zs e f  S i mo l a ,  C FO  

 

Q: MOL announced its 2014 half-year results today. What for you were the 

financial highlights? 

A: The most important thing for me in this half-year was that we could increase our 

investments into the future, which means higher capex spending and higher 

spending for acquisitions. Capex spending was 70 percent higher than previous 

year, around $600m, and included higher spending in Upstream. We spent 

around $100m in Kurdistan, and also higher spending in the Downstream 

business, where we increased our spending in petrochemicals gross capex also 

around the world by $100m. 

 Acquisitions were also very important. We spent more like $400m for this. This 

included important Upstream acquisition such as closing the Wintershall deal on 

the North Sea and also signing the Premier acquisition. In addition to this, we 

also gained additional exploration acreage in Hungary. 

 As for the Downstream business, we completed the ENI AGIP acquisition with 

the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Romania, which was an important step for 

our strategy in the region to increase the profit per barrel in the downstream 

business and give us an important step in the Czech Republic, which gives us 

over 10 percent of market share with this acquisition. 

Q: So those were the business highlights. What do the half-year numbers tell us? 

A: As for the financial numbers, our IFRS net profit was similar to the previous 

half-year. However, our EBITDA number was lower. The Upstream clean 

EBITDA was $620m compared to $820m a year ago. The key driver for the 

change was a lower realised hydrocarbon price, around $67/barrel, which 

actually showed the effect of the negative regulatory changes in Croatia. 

 Volumes were at 96,000 bpd. This is in line with our forecast, lower than 

previous year because of natural depletion and also because of the effect of 

some asset disposals. I also have to add that looking ahead, we are confident we 

can meet our oil production forecasts, which will be 105-110 kbpd for 2015, and 

125-135 kbpd for 2018. 

Q: That’s Upstream. What about the Downstream numbers? 

A: In the Downstream business, the clean CCS EBITDA was at $230m, compared 

to $380m in the previous year. The main driver was an adverse external 

environment. Product prices like gasoline, diesel, were 10 to 16 percent lower 

than the previous year. Also, we had internal effects. We completed the largest 

turnaround in the history of SLOVNAFT, which actually allowed us only a 

limited production capacity in this period. 

 I also want to add that there were some positive factors. We had a higher-than-

expected retail and petrochemical performance in the first half of the year. 
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Q: What capex guidance can you give? And how do you view the strength of the 

balance sheet? 

A: I already touched upon the capex spending. We spent around $1.1bn in the first 

half, including organic capex and acquisition, which was higher than last year. 

In terms of our capex guidance, for organic capex we gave the $1.6bn-$1.9bn 

for the year, and given that the second half-year is naturally stronger in capex 

spending, we are keeping this guidance for the remaining part of the year. 

 As for the balance sheet, if you look back for the last year, actually we could 

finance our capex and acquisitions from the cash flows of the business and from 

asset disposals. So our balance sheet is actually stronger than a year ago. In 

terms of indebtedness ratios, we have net gearing under19 percent, and the net 

debt/EBITDA around 1. That means that we can preserve our strong balance 

sheet or acquisition capability, which gives us a very good starting point to 

continue our growth strategy and continue our acquisitions. 

Q: Yet MOL share price has continued to drop in 2014, so what’s your take on 

that? 

A: This is actually a very important issue for us, and we are actively looking at this 

both operational and both from capital markets points of view. As from the 

capital markets point of view, the INA situation might be negatively influencing 

the share price, but we continue with our strategy and do everything in our 

hands to resolve this issue. 

 For the internal operations, our efficiency improvements programmes, the new 

Downstream programme and the Upstream reorganisation are on track. 

However, it will take time for these initiatives to show results 

 Also, as the current results show, we can increase our investments into our 

future through capex and acquisition, which in my view, will be also a driver for 

a higher share price in the future. And just as importantly, we can actually 

preserve our strong balance sheet. And with this, we have the capability to 

continue our growth strategy with our without INA. 

 

Alexander Dodds, Executive Vice-President, Group E&P 

Q: Upstream has been the big story for the MOL Group. You've been here for 

over a year now, so how do you see the step-change MOL promised coming 

through? 

A: It's a really interesting story and let me start with the organic portfolio that I 

inherited when I joined the company.  We have about 1.5bn barrels of reserves 

and resources that we need to de-risk and commercialise, so that was the first 

challenge from an organic perspective.   And secondly, we have a balance sheet 

which is very healthy in terms of being able to finance mergers and acquisitions, 

so we have an organic element of our growth story that I'm also pursuing. 

Q: And from an inorganic point of view? 

A: Yes, the inorganic opportunities are significant.  As I said we've got financial 

headroom for significant growth from an inorganic perspective.  We've already 
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begun the evaluation of the opportunities that we might pursue in Pakistan, in 

Kazakhstan, obviously the North Sea I mentioned, both the UK and the 

Norwegian sector.   

 However what we are doing strategically in the business, the Upstream Business 

in MOL, is positioning our organisation and our Company to pursue 

opportunities, inorganic opportunities that fit our portfolio.   

 Now I set some very ambitious targets for the upstream business in the light of 

what I just described with regards to the inorganic and organic opportunities, 

and that is to grow our production annually by 10% to 15%, a minimum of 

100% of reserves replacement, flat to declining unit OpEx to deliver efficient 

margins and a more efficient use of our CapEx budget.  Now strategically, the 

foundations to deliver that set of challenges, is to focus on our people, our 

processes and our portfolio.   

 Now the people element is critical, because we need to engage motivated, 

competent staff to deliver in teams the exercise and the projects that we are 

pursuing.  The portfolio element is a key foundation, because we have to 

balance not only our technical risks but our political risks across the 

international scene that we participate in. And finally the process foundation is a 

focus on making sure our governance and our integrity are delivered in 

processes which fit the assets and the environment that we are operating in. 

Q: Yet production is in decline, so how do you view the current numbers? 

A: Yes, I mean it's a natural phenomenon, it's a finite resource, production is 

always going to decline and the challenge is managing that.  And in the last year 

in Hungary and Croatia we've been successful in somewhat arresting the 

production decline.  It was about 7% 2013. We are looking at about 5% this 

year in Hungary and Croatia.  And that's come as a result of more efficient 

drilling, more efficient application has enhanced our recovery technologies and 

that will continue.  

 But there is no question Hungary and Croatia is on decline, it's a mature area 

and what we have to do is build on replacing that production in the reserves 

base. And so far throughout the first half of this year we are about 2.5% below 

our production target and I expect to recover that in the second half of the year. 

Q: And what about Kurdistan, because the Akri-Bijeel block is MOL’s largest 

organic investment and how do you view the political situation there, 

because it's quite a severe situation isn’t it? 

A: Political situations are always severe.  In the Kurdistan region of Iraq the 

situation I've observed - I've been in Bijeel four or five times now, it's quite 

secure, quite calm - there is an orderly way to execute business in Kurdistan.  

The governments, they are very supportive of what MOL is trying to do.  We 

have four drilling rigs actively working today in their Akri- Bijeel block with a 

fifth work-over rig coming in some time in the next week or so.  And the Akri-

Bijeel block is the key asset for us, we are the operator, our undiluted interest is 

80%.  
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 The challenge is that it's very, very complex as a reservoir and will require us to 

apply some advanced technologies from a drilling perspective, very high 

displacement horizontal wells, potentially multi-staged fracs to release the 

hydrocarbon and produce it.  And we've got high quality oil at the north western 

part of the block and lower quality oil at the south eastern part of the block. And 

the opportunity is for us to blend those two oils to get a higher margin, higher 

quality crude to deliver to the market. 

 Now the challenge obviously is delivering to the market and there has been a lot 

of public communication about the sale of Kurdish cargos.  Obviously we keep 

an eye on that and so far we don't see an issue with regards to a business 

disruption for MOL in Kurdistan.  It's one of the most important areas for our 

growth and our portfolio. 

 In addition to the development of the Kurdistan Akri-Bijeel block we've 

submitted to the Ministry of Natural Resources a field development plan 

proposal.  And that's going to be a phased development, and phase one we'll be 

in now and we expect to have our production at 10,000 barrels by the end of this 

year.  And with the implementation of phase one, we expect to reach a 

minimum of 35,000 barrels by the end of next year.  So that's a significant step 

for us and it's a significant investment as well.  We expect phase one to be in the 

region of $1bn, 100% for the phase one development of the block. 

Q: And what about the North Sea what about the achievements there and 

what might we expect next? 

A: Yes, the North Sea is an example of what I described earlier with regards to 

portfolio balancing, and we took our first step at the end of last year in acquiring 

non-operated interest in about 14 assets. And what we intend to do is continue 

to build on that platform and eventually, hopefully, achieve operatorship in the 

UK or the Norwegian sector of the North Sea. 

 We've also applied in the 20
th

 licensing round for exploration assets for blocks 

in the North Sea and we are still waiting to hear the outcome of that application.   

 But the North Sea will be an important element of our portfolio, because it 

balances some of the technological and political risk with some of the other 

elements of our portfolio.  It's a mature area as well and a lot of the larger 

American oil companies have decided to go back to the US to focus on the 

development of the shale oil and shale gas there, and that's presented companies 

like MOL with the opportunity to go and make our business in the North Sea. 

Q: So could you just summarise the half year performance from your 

perspective? 

A: The two sentence summary from me is that it's an extremely exciting time for 

the company.  Our performance and delivery as an upstream business unit has 

started to shift in a much more positive way, and I expect to see the end of the 

year with the delivery of the targets we promised at the beginning of the year. 

           

          Past performance cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance 

 


